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Abstract

Three�dimensional human head modeling is useful in video�conferencing or other vir�

tual reality applications� However� manual construction of �D models using CAD tools

is often expensive and time�consuming� Here we present a robust and e�cient method

for the construction of a �D human head model from perspective images viewing from

di�erent angles� In our system� A generic head model is �rst used� then three images of

the head are required to adjust the deformable contours on the generic model to make it

more closer to the target head� Our contributions are as follows� Our system uses per�

spective images that are more realistic than orthographic projection approximation used

in earlier works� Also for shaping and positioning face organs� we present a method

for estimating the camera focal length and the �D coordinates of facial landmarks when

the camera transformation is known� We also provide an alternative for the �D coor�

dinates estimation using epipolar geometry when the extrinsic parameters are absent�

Our experiments demonstrated that our approach produces good and realistic results�

Keywords� facial images� face model� model reconstruction� facial landmarks� per�

spective projection� generic model� epipolar geometry� essential matrix

� Introduction

Realistic modeling of �D objects is essential to many multimedia applications� For

example in very�low�bit�rate video compression� model�based image coding is one of

the most e�ective techniques���� In this method� the user�s face is 	rst modeled ge�

ometrically� Then the �D model is transmitted to the receiver at the beginning of a
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communication session� During the communication� only the movement of the user is

transmitted� such as rotation and translation of the head� the movement of eye balls�

opening or closing of the mouth� etc� The images of the user at the receiving side are

reconstructed by using the �D model� the movement information and texture�mapping�

In this coding method� one of the important problems is the construction of the user�s

�D head model� not only the outward shape� but also the structural information of

the face organs for animation� The �D model of an existing object can be constructed

manually by using CAD tools� however� it is expensive and time consuming� The man�

ual production of large amount of �D models� i�e�� a large population database with a

�D face model of each record� becomes very expensive� Thus there is a need for highly

automatic method of human head model construction� Our objective is to build a ro�

bust and cost�e�ective prototype system to re�construct a �D human head model of a

user from perspective camera images without tremendous amount of image sequences

and computation�

Automatic �D object model construction involves the acquisition of object views at

di�erent angles� 
Shape from silhouettes� or volume modeling������ is a widely used

approach in the reconstruction of general �D objects from multiple �D camera images�

But most of them depend on an accurate and long image sequence up to ��� frames

to yield satisfactory result���� They also require a turntable or other special machinery

to produce an accurate image sequence� The acquiring of the image sequence is time�

consuming and the object cannot have any movement during the process� In general�

they are more suitable for static objects rather than human heads� Another problem

is that the concavity of the object is di�cult to be recovered� These problems limit

the system to convex objects only���� To overcome these problems� some approaches

using stereo�based techniques���� However� they require dense features extraction and

correspondences that are di�cult and expensive to obtain�

In this paper� we narrow down the problem to the reconstruction of a speci	c object�

human head� An e�cient method to create a complete model of a human head is

developed� It employs a generic head model� and adjusts the model to 	t the frontal

view and the side view�s� of the target head� Our approach makes use of the prior

knowledge of general human head shape and face organs� with �D coordinates estima�

tion techniques to reconstruct �D human head models� In our generic model� the face
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organs and the head shape are handled separately� The prior information� i�e�� a generic

prototype of human head� reduces the concavity modeling error� It also reduces the

computation load in features selection and correspondences recovery� The minimum

number of images required is reduced to three� or two while assuming symmetry of the

head shape� To make the �D model obtained realistic enough for applications� it will

be texture�mapped by using the images used in the model reconstruction� Satisfactory

experimental result on real targets demonstrated the feasibility of our system�

This paper is organized as follow� We will 	rst present the previous approaches

in Section �� Then� we will discuss the acquisition of camera images from di�erent

viewpoints in Section �� In Section �� the techniques and mathematical issues in the

estimation of the head shape and the deformation of the generic model will be described�

The shaping and positioning of face organs� as well as the integration of the head shape

and face organs will be also presented in this section� In Section �� we will discuss about

the texture�mapping process� The result of our implementation and discussion will be

presented in Section �� Finally� Section � consists of the conclusion and the future

directions�

� Previous Work

Many researchers have been working on the model reconstruction via multiple views�

Busch��� proposed a method to construct the �D model of an existing objects from

multiple camera images� In similar works� 
Shape from silhouettes� is usually used

in the 	rst step to construct a volume model by applying the method of occluding

contours������� Then a triangular mesh is used to approximate the surface of the volume

model� Finally the images of the real object are used to texture�map the surface model�

When the object to be modeled has been already known as a human head� some

prior information can be used� such as the use of generic face models� For example�

there are several �D models based on spline or deformable templates ������ which are

obtained by tracking the contours of a face in an image sequence� Essa and Pentland���

used a �D mesh with higher degrees of freedom� DeCarlo and Metaxas��� proposed an

method which integrates optic �ow and deformable models with applications to human

face shape and motion estimation� Most of the models used belong to the deformable

ones� including the one used in our design� The generic �D model of human head used
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Figure �� Orthographic and perspective projection

in our design is based on the studies in anthropometry studies����� The face organs

and the head shape are handled separately and the deformation of the face organ relies

on those anthropometry measurements�

There already existed some developments involving the use of generic model in the

reconstruction of �D head models from a couple of camera images� G� Xu et al�����

proposed their work as an integral component of a virtual space teleconferencing sys�

tem� which generate �D facial models from facial images and to synthesize images of

the model virtually viewed from di�erent angles� T� Akimoto and Y� Suenaga���� pre�

sented a method of automatic creation of �D facial models which are needed for facial

image generation� L� Tang and T� S� Huang���� proposed a similar approach� and a

template matching based algorithm is developed to automatically extract all necessary

facial features from the front and side pro	le face images� C� J� Kuo� R� S� Huang

and T� G� Lin���� proposed a method using only the frontal image to synthesize a

face model� The depth information is estimated statistically from a facial parameter

database� according to the anthropometric de	nition on face and head� L� Yin and A�

Basu���� proposed an approach for modeling a person�s face for model�based coding

�MPEG���
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Figure �� Distortion from orthographic assumption and perspective projection

For all the work mentioned above� long focal length is assumed to approximate or�

thographic projection� However� this assumption is not valid for most practical CCD

cameras� and the short distance between the face and the camera makes the problem

worse� In fact� the scaling e�ect from perspective projection cannot be ignored� Figure

� shows the di�erence between orthogonal projection and perspective projection� As

shown in Figure �� the images are distorted in short distance due to perspective projec�

tion� If we made the assumption of orthographic projection� then the resulting models

will be distorted� too� Therefore we have to take account of the perspective projection

information� i�e�� the distance and the focal length� into our calculation to correct the

distortion� If the camera transformation is known� the focal length of the camera can

be found within the framework of our system� without pre�calibration before the pro�

cess� We also use a contour�based generic model rather than a triangular mesh model

to reduce the complexity in the calculation of new positions of vertices�

� Image Capturing

In our approach� three camera images of the target head should be captured� The

three viewpoints are the front�view and the two side�views of the target head� The

front�view is assumed to be in roughly perpendicular viewing direction with respect
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Figure �� Images captured

to those of the side�views� so as to obtain better images for the use of texturing of

the resulting model� Another advantage of selecting three orthogonal views is that the

computational e�orts in the determination of landmark coordinates in �D space can

be reduced� In case the views are not orthogonal to each other� we can use epipolar

geometry ���� to recover the camera transformation� However� each facial feature must

be visible in two adjacent views no matter the views are orthogonal or not� We must

ensure that the entire head shape falls into all of the three views� During the capturing

process� other objects should not occlude the facial features� To extract the head shape

from the image� we will need a unique background color and the segmentation of the

head shape can be done simply by the color keying method� Figure � shows the images

captured in our experiment�
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Figure �� Contours and scaling of model

� Shape Estimation � Model Deformation

��� Head shape estimation � model deformation

The shape of the head can be estimated by the deformation of a generic human model�

In our design� the head shape is considered as a volume model� which is bounded by a

number of horizontal contours� In the implementation� a number of vertices are con�

nected to form each contour� Each contour can be stretched in certain directions at

several control points to deform the model� The generic model is deformed until its

projection areas are fully coinciding with the corresponding real head shape areas in

the source images� Using this contour�based approach� we only need to calculate the

deformation parameters for each contour� and do not need to perform the calculation of

the deformation of all vertices in the model� In the stretching process� the face organs

with complex and convex surfaces such as nose and ears are neglected� They will be

handled in later processes� Figure � shows the construction of the generic model and

the scaling�stretching method� The arrows show the directions of scaling� The shaded

area is the projection area of the generic model before the scaling and the outline is

the outline of real head shape in the image� The projection areas of face organs in

both model and real image are neglected in the calculation� The image from the front

viewpoint will be used to calculate the scaling in the x�axis direction� that is to adjust

the 
width� of the contours in the generic model� Similarly� to adjust the 
thickness�

or 
depth� of the contours in the generic model� the images from side viewpoints will

be used to calculate the scaling in the z�axis direction� Any one of the three images

can be used to calculate the scaling in the y�axis direction� i�e� to adjust the 
height�

of the entire generic model�
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Figure �� Calculation of model scaling

Figure � shows the calculation of the deformation parameters� Similar to the previ�

ous 	gure� the arrows show the directions of scaling� The shaded area is the projection

area of the generic model before the scaling and the outline is the outline of real head

shape in the image� Here we show only the calculation of scaling in the x�axis direction

and the calculation in other directions can be done similarly by the same method�

The point P �xP � yP � zP � in Figure � is the �D position of a scaling point of the generic

model� The P ��xP � � yP � � zP �� is the new position of point P after scaling� We denote

the distance between P and P � by D� The point Q�xQ� yQ� f� is the �D projection

of scaling point P and Q��xQ� � yQ� � f� is the new position of the projection of P � after

scaling� We denote the distance between Q and Q� by d� The focal length of the camera

is known as f � and we will discuss the method for 	nding f in the next section� By

using similar triangles relation� we obtain the value of D�

D �
d � zP

f
�

�xQ� � xQ� � zP
f

���

The sign of D represents the direction of scaling� Then the scaling factor� denoted

by s� can be calculated by the following equation�

s �
xP �

xP
�

xP �D

xP
� � �

�xQ� � xQ� � zP
xP � f

���
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Figure �� Determination of �D coordinates

��� Face organs shaping and positioning

The face organs such as ears� mouth and nose are handled separately from the head

shape� These parts are complicated in shape� and thus make direct modeling more

di�cult� We simplify the process by using a number of simpli	ed generic organs and

manual selection of some control points on the images� The control points chosen will

determine the scale� dimension and location of the generic models� The calculation of

scaling is the same as the previous section� We also have to determine the �D positions

of the face organs and integrate the face organ models into the coordinate system of

the head model� Thus the camera parameters and the �D coordinates of the landmarks

in the coordinate system of head shape model must be found�
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����� Reconstruction with both intrinsic and extrinsic parameters

First we start with the case that both the intrinsic parameter �focal length�� and the

extrinsic parameters �transformation between the two views� are required� The camera

transformation is assumed to be given and the intrinsic parameter� the focal length�

can be found during our calculation� The reconstruction of the �D coordinates is sim�

ply done by triangulation� Figure � shows our method in the determination of the �D

coordinates of a landmark with orthogonal camera positions�

For a landmark point P �xp� yp� zp�� let the projection of P on the image plane of

camera �a� be �ua� va�� and the projection of P on the image plane of camera �b� be

�ub� vb�� In our implementation� both cameras will have the same focal length f � which

will be found in later calculations� Since the camera positions are known� then qa and

qb are assumed to be given� which are the distances between the model center and the

optical centers of camera �a� and camera �b� respectively� As the principle axes of the

cameras are on the same plane with the center of the model� i�e�� y � � so that we

have the following relations�

va � vb � � yp �  ���

ua � � xp �  ���

ub � � zp �  ���

The symbol � represents the if and only if relation� From the above relations� we

can concentrate on those cases that the unknowns are non�zero and the calculation of

f � Now there are four unknowns� xp� yp� zp and f � in our problem� From the side ratio

of similar triangles� we can obtain four equations as shown here relating the unknowns�

ua

xp
�

f

qa � zp
���

ub

zp
�

f

qb � xp
���

va

yp
�

f

qa � zp
���
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vb

yp
�

f

qb � xp
���

With four constraints and four unknowns� we can solve the problem as follow� Re�

arranging the above equations� we can get�

xp �
ua

va
� yp ���

zp �
ub

vb
� yp ����

With the above equations together with equations ��� and ���� we can get two possible

solutions of yp�

yp �  ����

or

yp �
v�b � qb � va � v�a � qa � vb

v�a � ub � v�b � ua
����

For the case of non�zero value of yp� we can easily 	nd f � From equation ��� and

equation ����� we can 	nd xp and zp respectively� However� to 	nd f for the case that

yp � � Moreover� from equation ����� the following condition must be satis	ed to solve

the problem�

v�a � ub � v�b � ua ��  ����

In our implementation� we will 	rst choose one of the facial landmarks which can

satisfy the above condition to solve for the non�zero value of yp and the focal length

f � Once we can get the value of yp� we can easily solve xp and zp from equations ���

and ����� In fact� if it is the case that yp �� � we even do not need to solve the focal

length f for 	nding xp and zp� For the remaining points which do not satisfy condition

����� since we have already obtained the value of f � the calculation is trivial by solving

equations ���� ���� ��� and ���� to 	nd xp� yp and zp�
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Figure �� Epipolar geometry

����� Reconstruction with only intrinsic parameter

The reconstruction by triangulation method mentioned above relies on the prior knowl�

edge of extrinsic parameters and the recovery of intrinsic parameter� In a real situation�

we may not be able to tell the exact camera positions� However� the case in which only

the intrinsic parameters are known� we can still solve the problem up to a scale factor

by using epipolar geometry ����� We now 	rst give a brief introduction of epipolar

geometry and explain how it works to solve the �D coordinates of the facial landmarks�

Figure � shows the two cameras and their epipolar geometry� The projection cen�

ters of the camera �a� and camera �b� are Oa and Ob respectively� The vector Pa �

�Xa� Ya� Za� and Pb � �Xb� Yb� Zb� are the extended projection vectors pa � �xa� ya� za�

and pb � �xb� yb� zb� of the point P on the image planes of the cameras� which are

expressed in the corresponding reference frame� For the image points� which are lying

on the image planes� we have za � fa and zb � fb� If the two cameras have the same

focal length� we may simply have fa � fb � f � The relation between the �D points

and their projections can be given as�

pa �
fa

Za

Pa ����

pb �
fb

Zb

Pb ����

The two reference frames of the cameras are related by the extrinsic parameters�
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which are the rotation matrix R and translation vector T � �Tx� Ty� Tz� in �D space�

Then we can have the following relation between the vectors Pa and Pb�

Pb � R�Pa � T � ����

����� Recovery of �D coordinates from epipolar geometry

The �D coordinates can be obtained from the essential matrix E in epipolar geometry�

The essential matrix E can be estimated by the linear least square method or the eight�

points algorithm by Longuet�Higgins����� After the estimation of the essential matrix

which is up to an arbitrary scale factor� the calculation of the �D coordinates of the

landmark points can be done by the algorithm proposed by Longuet�Higgins����� This

algorithm 	rst decomposes the essential matrix and estimates the extrinsic parameters

R and T � With R and T known� P can be found easily� The recovered position is

unique only up to a scaling factor� This is not a problem in our application since we

do not need the true scale of the target� i�e� we can arbitrarily scale up and down

the size of the reconstructed model without a�ecting its appearance� Moreover� the

scaling factor can be easily determined if we know the distance between two landmarks�

As we have mentioned before� if only extrinsic parameters �camera positions� are

known� we can use triangulation method to recover the intrinsic parameter �focal

length�� On the other hand� if only the focal length is known� we can estimate the

camera transformation by epipolar geometry� In case both intrinsic and extrinsic pa�

rameters are known� we will use both triangulation method and epipolar geometry to

generate two sets of results� which back up each other when one of them fails�

Figure � shows the selected landmarks on the human head� Each face organ has �

to � landmarks selected on it� from each captured image� Since the �D coordinates of

the landmarks are now known� the deformation of the generic model is simpli	ed by

just scaling of the model by a ratio of the original model coordinates to the landmark

coordinates�
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Figure �� Selected facial points shown in black dots

��� Integration of head shape and face organs

After shaping the head and the face organs� we can integrate them together according

to the relative locations of the face organs� These locations are obtained in the previous

part� Since the �D coordinates obtained are already in the same coordinate system of

the head shape model� the merging process is simply placing them together� After

the integration� we now have a complete wire�frame model of the target head without

texture�mapping�

� Texture�Mapping

To improve the realism of the result� the �D model obtained in the previous section

will be texture�mapped� Before the texture�mapping� a polygon mesh is formed on the

model obtained� The texture�mapping is making use of the three original images� For

the �D model obtained� each composing polygon face will be projected onto the image

plane with one of the original images� The overlapping �D polygon on the image will

be clipped out� The clipped part is wrapped and stretched to 	t the polygon shape�

and then served as the texture map of the polygon face� The blending of the images is

determined by the angle between the normal vector of the polygon face and the viewing

directions of the images� As shown in Figure �� for a point p on a polygon face with

normal vector n� the projection of point p has intensity Ia and Ib on images �a� and

image �b� respectively� The da and db are the viewing directions of the image �a� and

image �b� respectively� We de	ne the angle between two vectors x and y as ��x�y�� Then

the resulting intensity of point p is�
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Figure �� Blending of texture images

Ip �
�

���da��db�
�Ia����da��db� � ���da�n�� � Ib����da��db� � ��n��db��� ����

However� for some of the face organs� the same image will be used for the texture�

mapping of the entire organ rather than independently selecting image for each polygon

face to avoid distortion�

� Experiment Result � Discussion

We have tested our prototype system on real images using a CCD digital camera�

Figure � shows some di�erent views of the generated human head model� named as

example �� � and � from top down� The number of images used in our design is three�

This is a consideration of both quality of result and the cost of the implementation�

Three images of roughly orthogonal views provide enough information for the modeling

and also good quality of textures for the texture�mapping of the wire�frame model� In

fact� more images can improve the quality of textures and provide more information

for modeling� with higher cost� of course� The extraction of landmarks from images is
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Figure �� Multiple views of the generated models

�The VRML version of these face models can be downloaded from

http���www�cse�cuhk�edu�hk��khwong�demo�face�face�html�

done manually in our experiment� This part can be done by some human face feature

recognition techniques����� However� it is a di�cult problem and is not the focus of our

paper� Moreover� automatic extraction means possible locations and correspondences

error in the process� which may cause errors in the calculation of the �D coordinates�

��� Head Shape Modeling Error

There are many factors a�ecting the correctness of the resulting model� The mod�

eling error of the head shape can be measured by the non�overlapping area between

the projection of resulting model and the real head shape in the image� The sizes of

those mismatching areas are measured for each of the three original views� They are

represented as proportions out of the sizes of the entire head shapes� as shown in Table

��

We can observe that the margins of errors are always limited under ��� It shows

that the head shaping of our process is quite accurate� The left and right views have
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Table �� Mismatching area proportion in percentage

Example � Example � Example �

Front view ���� ����� �����

Left view ����� ����� �����

Right view ���� ���� �����

Mean ����� ����� ����

Table �� Mismatching area proportion in percentage

Example � Example � Example �

Left ��o ����� ����� �����

Right ��o ����� ����� ����

Mean ����� ����� �����

slightly larger mismatching areas than the front view� This may be resulted from the

more complex shapes of the side views of a human head� For more complex shapes�

the contour�based model will be too coarse for details� To improve the quality� more

contours have to be used�

Since the above three views are used to generate the models� we have also measured

the errors for left ��o and right ��o as shown in Table �� This is done to demonstrate

the correctness for those in�between views� which are not used in modeling the head

shape� We found that the margins of errors in these two views are also limited� Their

values are only slightly larger than those of the previous three original views� This is

obviously resulted from the fact that the models are more conformed to the original

three views used in modeling than the two in�between views�

The number of contours used in the generic model is an important factor to deter�

mine the resolution and correctness of the resulting model� The larger the number of

contours� the higher the resolution we will obtain� As shown in Figure ��� the non�

overlapping area is smaller when we have more contours in the model� At the same

time� the large number of contours for representing a more complicated generic model�

require more time to construct and heavier computation load in model scaling� The
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Figure ��� Modeling error from mismatching areas

number of contours used in our experiment is ��� which is a compromise between time

and quality�

Another factor a�ecting the quality of the resulting model is the di�erence between

the shape of contours and the shape of the target head� The mismatch is due to the

fact that the shape of every human head will not be exactly the same� There is no


universal� generic model that perfectly 	ts for everyone� It is possible to introduce

more than one type of generic model� for example� using di�erent generic models for

man and woman� Moreover� the deformation parameter is another factor a�ecting the

modeling accuracy� The deformation parameters used in our design are the directions

and scaling factors of contours in the x�axis and the z�axis� together with those of the

entire model in the y�axis� If more images can be used� more deformation parameters

can be chosen�

� Conclusion and Future Direction

As accurate �D model of a human head has great potential in many applications

such as video�conferencing or population database� However� the manual construction

of the �D model of a real object is expensive and thus demands the need for highly

automatic model construction� In this paper we present a robust and cost�e�ective

method to construct a �D human head model of a user from only three perspective

camera images� The estimation of head shape is done by the deformation of a generic

human head model that is constructed from a set of deformable contours� We also

present a method to calculate the focal length of the camera and the �D coordinates of
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the facial landmarks� which are used in the shaping and positioning of face organs� as

well as the integration of head shape and face organs� We also provide an alternative

for the �D coordinates estimation using epipolar geometry when the extrinsic parame�

ters are not available� The resulting model is texture�mapped by the images captured

to increase realism� Our experiment result demonstrates that our system can produce

realistic appearance of the generated model when viewed from di�erent angles� Our

work di�ers from the others in using perspective projection rather than some approxi�

mated orthographic image projection models� The future directions of our work include

the utilization of variable number of images and variable angles between viewpoints�

improving the extraction method of facial landmarks and improving the generic model

by more detail deformation parameters� The use of multiple generic models will be

investigated� The metrics and methods to measure modeling errors are also interesting

topics to be studied�
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